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Dear Sirs,

Follow on Twitter

Sunnier and longer days, warmer temperatures, better

Forward to a friend

mood - you can already see and feel it: spring is all
around. And with spring, the next Go-Lab Newsletter is
ready for you to be explored!
You can read in this newsletter about past events, latest
news and some upcoming events you shouldn't miss! So
enjoy our first & fresh newsletter of the year!

The Go-Lab
Teacher Contest is
still on - win a
fully covered trip
to the Go-Lab
Summer School
2015 in Greece!

P.S. Stay with us and get informed weekly by joining our
social community channels!

Try something new, enrich
your classroom activities, use
your imagination and
implement online labs - once
done, tell us about it!
Successful presentation of
the implementation of Go-Lab
activities in classroom will be
awarded with a fully covered
trip to the Go-Lab Summer
School 2015 in Greece!
Read more >>>
_____________________

The Go-Lab Tutoring Platform ready, set, GO!
The Go-Lab Tutoring Platform is finally online - and it has
many new features for you. Explore it now: get support in
using Go-Lab, share your ideas with other teachers and
Go-Lab users and find answers to your questions
concerning the Go-Lab Repository, online labs, or the
Inquiry Learning Spaces.

How to use

The Tutoring platform gathers experts, tutors and
teachers in one community to bring them together, and

Go-Lab - easy
explained in the
Go-Lab Tutorial
You want to know how to use
the Go-Lab Portal to explore
the online labs and create
your own Inquiry Learning
Spaces? Check out our new
Go-Lab Tutorial created
especially for this case. It
includes instructional videos
to help you step by step.

help them to exchange ideas and support each other. The
experts are from different backgrounds, so you will
definitly find an expert for your question. Once you have
gathered great knowledge in a subject, you can also offer
help and support for others.
Using the Tutoring Platform is very easy: simply register
on the Platform, describe your competencies, and
become an active member of the Go-Lab Community:
http://tutoring.golabz.eu/

Read more >>>
_____________________

Growing number of Go-Lab ILS
templates ready to use
New Go-Lab
Portal Manual now available!
Since the Go-Lab Portal
changed a while a go, we
adjusted the Go-Lab Portal
Manual according to those
changes and improved it.

More and more complete ILS templates are offered on
golabz. Have you already seen them?
The ILS templates include online labs, inquiry apps, and
additional resources like videos and assignments. You
can use them without any additional changes if you like
(watch the demo-version by clicking on "students link"), or
you can use them to create your own ILS by copying the
template and customizing it according to your plans

The new manual gives you all
the guidelines for the design
of Go-Lab Inquiry Learning
Spaces on the new Go-Lab
Portal.
Download the Manual >>>

(adding additional resources and tools, adding or deleting
learning phases, creating own assignments and many
more).
But in advance, first: make sure you have a Graasp
Account and second: to use the ILS with your students,
don't use the demo-version "student link"! - make sure
you "copy this ILS" and share your own link with your
students!
Go ahead and get started with Go-Lab!
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